
THEORY OF CHARACTER AND CHARACTERIZATION

This chapter explains that according to Aristophanes, the character is the second important element in a drama. It adds
that stylistic switches, particularly.

In drama, the character of a written play, as some readers see it, may be quite different from his or her
characterisation by an actor or actress. For example, some characters are talkative, others taciturn. Any of
these attributes might or might not like various physical traits be an essential element of a given person's
"personal identity," for himself or herself, or for others. In recent criticism, mimesis is understood as
characters in narrative reflecting actual people in life. Why these distinctions are so important to keep in mind
Thinking of a physical feature or of a social attribute as a character trait will block important potential
insights, because doing so makes it impossible to ask how the physical or social trait in question contributes
to, or reflects if it does , this or that personality trait. The centrality of "character" in much narrative and
dramatic fiction. But -- and here is the key point -- 1 in neither of these cases is the physical trait itself a
character trait. Can you imagine vastly different outcomes of an "unsuccessful struggle"? These figures often
play the lead in tragic stories full of sacrifice. Another scholar who holds this view is Rimmon-Kenan , to
whom a character is a construct of traits. However, whether character or characterisation exist at all in
Aristotle is a moot point, with some scholars arguing that the conception of character exist in his Poetics, but it
is not as important as plot. One approach to mimesis views it in psychological terms. The writer can make the
characters' dialogue more realistic and interesting by considering several factors affecting how people speak:
ethnicity, family background, region, gender, education, and circumstances. In fiction, as in real life, we may
just as well encounter a spindly-legged person who is sympathetic and generous or who is a marathoner in
training. The importance of the human element is especially evident in characterisation. Therefore character to
Aristotle, although it does not exist per se in his aesthetics see the discussion above may be viewed in terms of
the possibilities of action. These configurations can be mixed and matched together to form new types of
configurations, and humans have never tired of using these configurations for their mythologies. An
understanding of mimesis is important in any approach to the realism of characters. The film -- or for that
matter, a written narrative -- is selective, and looks only at larger issues; there are thus bound to be traits in the
character which are not actually found in the actual person which it is supposed to represent. The speaking is
how his or her essential personality leaks out for the world to see; it is not the sum total of his or her
personality.


